List 3.3  SAFE LADDER Indented Objectives List

0. A safe ladder for electricians

1. The ladder should be safe
   1.1 The ladder should be stable
      1.1.1 Stable on floors and smooth surfaces
      1.1.2 Stable on relatively level ground
   1.2 The ladder should be reasonably stiff

2. The ladder should be marketable
   2.1 The ladder should be useful
      2.2.1 The ladder should be useful indoors
         2.2.1.1 Useful to do electrical work
         2.2.1.2 Useful to do maintenance work
      2.2.2 The ladder should be useful outdoors
      2.2.3 The ladder should be of the right height
   2.2 The ladder should be relatively inexpensive
   2.3 The ladder should be portable
      2.3.1 The ladder should be light in weight
      2.3.2 The ladder should be small when ready for transport
   2.4 The ladder should be durable